We present numerical simulations of phase imprinting experiments in ultracold trapped Fermi gases. The dynamics we consider is associated with a time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau equation, which contains dissipation (arising from fermionic dissociation of the pairs) as well as a noise contribution. In contrast to other simulations we find that vortex rings in confined geometries are highly transient. Small noise-induced asymmetries in their position within the trap lead to their migration to the trap surface and subsequent decay into vortex lines. In the simplest terms this follows because asymmetrically positioned rings are attracted to "quasi-image" rings which leads to their reconnection, leaving more stable, precessing vortex filaments behind.
Introduction. There has been a focus in recent literature on collective defects in trapped, cold gas superfluids following sudden changes in density or in superfluid phase. Bosonic studies have reported solitons [1] [2] [3] which generally decay rapidly. Recently these same experimental techniques have been applied to Fermi gases in the BCS-to-BEC crossover. Surprisingly there are reports of rather long-lived solitons with anomalously large effective masses [4] reflecting long oscillation periods. Theoretical work based on numerical simulations of the Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) and Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) equations has addressed this unexpected stability and attributed it to vortex rings rather than solitonic defects [5, 6] . This observation, in turn, appears to be at odds with studies of vortex rings in Bose gases where it is claimed that they, like their solitonic counterparts, are short lived [3, 7] .
In this paper we present simulations for Fermi gases using a phenomenological time-dependent GinzburgLandau theory describing dissipative relaxation processes. Our central finding is that all vortex rings (as well as solitons) are rather transient. We do not observe the very stable ring oscillations reported by other theory groups. Instead, we find that an axially moving ring formed through phase imprinting is unstable, as shown in Figure 1(a-b) . This is revealed by considering a small noise contribution which breaks the axial symmetry causing the ring (through image effects, and through advection by the super-currents generated via imprinting) to rise to the trap surface. There it decays into a single and more stable vortex line which then precesses about the cloud. As will be discussed in this paper, we speculate that this line defect and its precessional dynamics may be relevant to recent experimental observations [4] .
One can understand the defect formations and subsequent decays that we study here as a series of processes in which the system becomes progressively closer to equilibration. While other simulations have identified the soliton to vortex ring transition, past simulations (omitting noise and dissipation) do not appear to exhibit all the transitions necessary for the full equilibration of the cloud. The literature [5, 6] has focused on symmetric vortex rings which maintain inversion symmetry about the z-axis [parity transformation (x, y) to (−x, −y)] and often apply initial conditions specifically designed to produce a stable vortex ring.
Our approach. Here we study the complex timedependent Ginzburg-Landau (TDGL) equation [8] ,
when three-dimensional (3D) anisotropic trapped Fermi gases are subjected to a near-π phase imprinting quench [4] . Here V is the harmonic potential and χ is uniformly distributed thermal noise. Equation (1) contains four parameters. First, θ controls the amount of dissipation, effectively moving from BCS (θ = 0, dissipative) to BEC (θ = π/2, reducing to the time-dependent GP equation). Second, in the harmonic confining potential
, ω ⊥ and ω z define how tightly confining the trap is in comparison to the chemical potential, as well as the trap ratio λ = ω ⊥ /ω z . Finally, through χ(x, t)χ * (x , t ) = 2γT χ δ(x−x )δ(t−t ), a fluctuation temperature can be set [9] [10] [11] [12] . In this work the dimensionless fluctuation temperature is chosen to be very close to the zero-temperature limit, with γT χ = 2×10 −9 [11] . Beyond these parameters, the rescaling to this normalized form follows from Ref. [8] .
A TDGL approach [14] [15] [16] can be viewed as a dissipative GP simulation where the dissipation becomes progressively stronger as the dynamics changes from propagating (in BEC) to diffusive (in BCS), reflecting the fact that pairs are in equilibrium with the underlying fermions. Along with this dissipation is a stochastic contribution required for full consistency [11] . For the Fermi arXiv:1401.8267v2 [cond-mat.quant-gas] 1 Mar 2014 gases simulated here, earlier estimates of the TDGL coefficients [14] have been modified through higher levels of microscopic self-consistency, leading to longer-lived pairs in the intermediate (near-unitary) regime [15, 16] . This increases θ, and we frequently used θ = 88
• for unitarity, to enhance the stability and visibility of the various defects.
The precise form and rescaling of the trap potential is inserted via the local density approximation, µ → µ − V (x), where µ is the chemical potential [normalized to 1 in Eq. (1)]. In the bosonic TDGL limit, this trap potential form is identical to that used in GP [17] , and away from this limit, it is slightly rescaled.
Our studies are based on numerical simulations discretized in 512 3 grid points designed to solve Equation (1) using a quasi-spectral split-step method. The simulations are performed on a GPU computing cluster, allowing relatively large simulation sizes. The initial condition is found using a heat diffusion equation to cool the system to equilibrium before the phase imprinting is applied, as in Ref. [11] .
Ring decay via reconnection with image vortex rings. We demonstrate that the vortex ring decay in Figure  1 (a-b) can be viewed schematically as a consequence of the attraction to an image ring vortex (necessary to ensure the boundary conditions are satisfied [13] ). Effectively, the ring at the surface reconnects with its image, which leads the ring to decay into a single vortex filament within the trap. Figure 1(c) illustrates the reconnection of a vortex ring (black) to the image ring (dotted red) for the straightforward case of a sharp, planar boundary. While the ring propagates along the boundary due to advection by supercurrents, the image vortex retards that part nearest the boundary leading to a tilt as it reconnects, as seen in Figure 1(a) . This results in a vortex line attached to the boundary. The dynamics are essentially the same as that of the reconnection between two lines [13, 18, 19] .
We use the method of images by considering the interactions of a hard boundary which is approximated as a plane. Although this approach is qualitative [20] [21] [22] it can provide valuable insight into vortex behavior near boundaries [20] ( [23] ). Importantly, these image ring arguments match our observations in the above simulations.
To use the method of images with a hard boundary, one begins with the condition that the normal component of the superfluid velocity is zero on the boundary, v s · n = 0. The physics is governed by the Biot-Savart law for the velocity fields created by vortices in the absence of boundaries [13] :
where the integral goes over the vortex line(s), κ is the quantized vortex circulation, and v s,i is due to imprinting. However, to satisfy the boundary condition
For a plane boundary, v s,b is the field created by an image vortex, which is the real vortex reflected along the boundary with the vortex direction reversed [13] . Our detailed findings: Transience of defects. We turn now to a summary of our simulations. We investigated a system with axial (xy) symmetry, ω z = 0.038µ/ , and a variable trap ratio λ = ω ⊥ /ω z . The parameters used here match the trap ratios and symmetries in Ref. [4] , but with a somewhat larger ω/µ which provides more fine-grained computational resolution of the defects.
We will focus on the case λ = 3.3. In more anisotropic traps with λ = 6.2, we find the vortex ring is even more transient, immediately colliding with the cloud edge to leave a line vortex. Finally, in quasi-1D clouds with λ = 15.0, the system cannot nucleate vortices and a reasonably stable soliton appears which oscillates along the axial direction of the trap, in agreement with 1D predictions.
After the cloud has reached equilibrium, we imprint a 175
• phase shift in the middle of the cloud (in a plane perpendicular to z), and observe the evolution. Images from a typical run are displayed in Figure 1(b) .
The initial formation of the vortex ring through the snake instability [6, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] appears in the second and third frames of Figure 1(b) [29] . In the absence of noise and dissipation, this ring is stable and oscillates in the trap, as observed in other simulations. The fourth frame reflects the ring collision with the boundary. The presence of noise perturbs part of the ring moving it closer to the boundary. Boundary effects will then tilt the ring due to inhomogeneities of the supercurrent, which is weakest in the center of the condensate, as seen in Figure  1 (a.iii) [22, 30] . Boundary effects will also attract the ring to the boundary [which occurs through both boundaryinduced ("image"-induced) attraction and through dissipation [30] ].
As a final step the reconnection with the quasi-image ring leads to a line vortex attached to the boundary, with additional remnant density perturbations. We note that the decay of a vortex ring to possibly two vortex lines has also been observed recently in the context of nonaxisymmetric clouds with larger asymmetries in trap frequencies, ω x and ω y [31] . This contrasts with the decay we observe in axisymmetric clouds, for which the ring appears to reconnect with the boundary at just one location and create only a single vortex line.
In Figure 2 we plot the lifetime of these defects as a function of the initial phase imprinting angle applied. The vortex ring always decays relatively rapidly, through shrinking to zero radius at small imprinting angles or from impacting the trap edge at larger angles. Moreover, at large phase imprinting angles, the vortex line that remains after ring decay can persist for a relatively long time, as in Figure 3(a) . Indeed, we find that this more stable vortex filament may precess about the cloud three or more times before it collides with the edge, where it decays. These lifetimes also reflect the advection of the defects, which depends on both the local phase gradient and the superfluid density depletion. We find that, similar to solitonic behavior [32] , small phase shifts lead to large defect velocities, while phase shifts close to π cause large density depletions and apply very little momentum to the defects. The low defect velocity contributes to the long vortex line lifetime in this regime.
A more detailed view of this precessing trajectory is shown in Figure 3(b) . At the earliest times, when the vortex is near the center, it has a smaller-scale rotation in the counterclockwise direction in addition to the main precession of the vortex in the clockwise direction. This smaller-scale rotation, seemingly due to the decay of the other portion of the ring, gradually subsides, and the remaining precession and outward movement of the vortex are typical in the presence of dissipation [30, 33] .
We are led to speculate that what might have been observed experimentally [4] is this precessing vortex filament. During the precession, we are able to observe a traveling density depletion, shown in Figure 3(a) . We find that the vortex line can appear as a line-like density depletion very similar to experimental images [4] . This apparently oscillating line of density depletion reflects the fact that the vortex line is precessing in a plane that is nearly orthogonal to the one observed. At more oblique, rather than orthogonal, points of view a vortex may still look line-like after a time-of-flight expansion of the anisotropic trap [4, 5] .
We have shown how phase imprinting, such as that studied in Ref. [4] , created a long-lived linear defect. However, the relevance of this vortex line to experiment should be reflected in the period of oscillations and the associated trends from the BCS to BEC sides of unitarity. In general, we expect that for constant trap parameters, the period of the precession of a vortex line will follow the size of the superfluid cloud. This means that as the system approaches unitarity from the BEC side, the increase in interaction strength will expand the cloud and lead to a longer precession period. Similarly, if ω ⊥ is kept constant and λ decreased, the weaker z-axis confinement will increase the cloud size and lead to a longer precession period. Both of these trends match the BCS-BEC variation observed experimentally [4] .
These predictions can be quantified using the ThomasFermi (TF) approximation. In this case the precession frequency has been derived as [34] [35] [36] 
where ξ is the healing length,
⊥ )] defines an effective trap radius, and r 0 = (x/R x , z/R z ) is the dimensionless vortex position. Using the TF approximation [17] for the parameters µ and ω ⊥ given in Ref. [4] at unitarity, we obtain a very rough estimate of the ratio of the vortex period to the trap period as for λ = {3.3, 6.2} respectively. We measured an average T v /T z = {2.4 ± 0.3, 1.6 ± 0.2} for these λ, which agree for r 0 ≈ 0.7. We also observed the predicted decrease in period as the vortex moves to larger radii. Furthermore, although the vortex ring exhibited the slowest oscillation of the defects considered (we reduced noise to 0 and observed T vr /T z = 1.8 ± 0.2 for λ = 6.2), the distinction between it and the line vortex is not large, and we do not consider the oscillatory period found in the experiment to point to definitive proof of a vortex ring [37] . Finally, for the quasi-1D case with λ = 15, we find T s /T z = 1.39 ± 0.03, in good agreement with the predicted T s /T z = √ 2 value for the GP system.
Conclusion. It remains to be be seen as to whether the more stable vortex lines which we find are relevant to experiment [4] . In general we find that the vortex line is most likely to lie parallel to the most confining trap direction. Thus, asymmetries between the trap frequencies, ω x and ω y , if they are sufficiently large [31] , may further bias experimental observations toward visualization of a line. Added to these considerations is the fact that the oscillation period associated with the precessing vortex filament [Eq. (4)] depends directly on the cloud size squared, and that this period will be longest in the BCS and shortest in the BEC regimes. In these respects, therefore, the behavior observed in our simulations reflects that found experimentally [4] , although here we attribute it to a linear rather than planar defect.
We stress that independent of past or future experimental findings, we have shown in this work how noise and related dissipation mechanisms can have a profound effect on defects in cold gases. In addressing phase imprinting experiments it is essential that a theory include this dissipation to account for an ultimate equilibration. 
